Dodge caliber serpentine belt diagram
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Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Had a blown belt on an '09 Dodge Caliber. Replaced belt,
then noticed the issue. As the belt circles the steering pump down to a pulley, as it rounds that
pulley it hangs off about 1 rib on the pulley. It then goes up toward alternator and it hangs off 1
rib it then goes to the AC pump and it's all back on track. So it's the pulley and the alternator
pulley where i's offset. So I'm not sure when the issue started or if it was when this stuff was
installed eight months ago. Like I said I noticed after I had replaced the shredded belt today.
TDolby answered about a year ago. See if you can put a straightedge across the edge of the
pulleys to see which one is sticking too far out. Tom answered about a year ago. I changed the
lower pulley since that was the first sign of the belt off track before it passes over the alternator.
That seemed to have fixed the issues. We're back in action. Thanks for your input.. Guru2F3KZ
answered 11 months ago. Tom answered 11 months ago. As the belt circles the steering pump
down to a pulley, as it rounds that pulley it hangs off about 1 rib on the p I was driving down the
street and my car started making a really loud squeeling sound. I have a Dodge Caliber I was
driving it home from work and it shut off on it own and then restarted on its own then I was
sitting at the gas station and I left the car running while I pumped We have a Dodge Caliber, the
other day I pressed the unlock button on the key fob and the doors unlocked, but when I opened
the driver side door the alarm began to go off. I pressed the unlock bu I have a different car.
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Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. By Ralph Kalal Serpentine belt problems usually
result from one of three causes: a defective belt tensioner; misalignment of a pulley; or,
defective bearings in the tensioner, idler, or one of accessories driven by the belt including the
water pump. Fortunately, the belt can help you diagnose the problem, both before you remove it
and afterward:. Belt noise can be hard to isolate, as the sound may seem to be coming from an
accessory drive, such as the alternator or air conditioning compressor. A noise that occurs only
when the vehicle accelerates is likely to be a slipping belt, as is a noise that occurs only when
the car is started cold. Belt dressing is a gooey, tar-like substance designed to cure V belt
slipping by making the belt sticky. At best, it is a temporary palliative, even on a V belt. But,
when applied to a serpentine belt, the dressing will be spread into the pulley grooves. Once
there, it will attract and hold dirt and grit. The dirt will start the belt slipping again and all of the
dirt and belt dressing will have to be cleaned out of the pulley grooves before a new belt is
installed. Belt noises can be diagnosed with a spray bottle of water. With the engine running
and the sound audible, lightly mist the grooved side of the belt with water. If the noise
disappears or lessens, but then shortly returns, the problem is probably a misaligned pulley. If
the noise immediately increases after the belt is misted, the belt is slipping. Another diagnostic
trick is reversing the belt: take it off and put it back on so that it travels in what would have been
its backward direction as originally installed. If the noise goes away or gets much softer, the
problem is a misaligned pulley. If reversing the belt does not temporarily eliminate the noise,
the problem is something other than misaligned pulleys. Next, examine the belt itself. Glazing at
the edges of a serpentine belt, or on its ridges or in the grooves, results from the belt slipping. It
indicates that friction between the belt and the accessory drive pulley s created by slipping has
overheated the belt. Fraying at the edge of a belt indicates pulley misalignment. The edge frays
because it is scraping on the top edge of an accessory drive pulley side as the belt feeds into it.
Fluid contamination attacks the rubber surface of the belt. All of the automotive fluids that can
leak onto a beltâ€”oil, power steering fluid, coolantâ€”are petroleum based and will attack

rubber. Once on the belt, any of these fluids will be distributed over the pulley groove surfaces,
making them slippery and attracting dirt. Serpentine belts stretch with age and use, but the
tensioner is spring-loaded to keep the belt tight on the pulleys. If a belt starts slipping, the
tensioner should always be checked to see if it is functioning properly. With the belt off, visually
inspect the tensioner for any cracks or signs of metal-to-metal contact between the tensioner
arm and the spring case. Then spin the tensioner pulley manually. There should be no binding
or resistance and the pulley should spin smoothly. It should make only a quiet smooth sound,
without clicking, grinding, or irregular noises. Push the pulley side-to-side and in and out on its
shaft. There should be no wobble and no lateral play. Idler pulleys are checked the same way.
Next, test the tensioner spring and arm operation. Using the breaker bar or serpentine belt tool,
move the tensioner arm against the spring as far as it will move, to its stop. The tensioner arm
should move smoothly throughout its range of travel, with firm spring pressure and without
binding. Most tensioner pulleys can be replaced independently of the tensioner itself.
Unfortunately, some vehicle manufacturers do not sell the pulley separately from the entire
tensioner assembly. NOTE: While replacing a tensioner or idler pulley ordinarily requires
nothing more than removing the single bolt holding it in place, these bolts are often reverse
threaded. Be sure to check the factory shop manual for thread direction and torque
specifications. The assembly, however, normally includes the pulley. When installing the new
tensioner, tighten the bolts to the torque specification given in the factory shop manual.
Angular misalignmentâ€”the pulley is at an angle to the other pulleysâ€”results from worn
bearings in an accessory. Belt tension on the pulley pulls the shaft off center, which puts that
pulley out of alignment with the other pulleys. Pulley alignment can be checked with a
straightedge. Place the straightedge across two pulley faces. The straightedge should lie flat
across them. To figure out which one, check each against other pulleys until you isolate the one
that is out of line. Serpentine drive pulleys on alternators and air conditioning compressors are
often pressed onto their shafts by the component manufacturer. So, when the accessory is
replaced, the pulley is replaced with it. Even pulleys that must be transferred from an old
component to a new one, as is often the case with power steering pumps, are often press-fitted.
If the pulley is not installed in line with the other pulleys, the pulley must be moved to line it up.
Moving pressed-on pulleys in or out on the shaft requires special tools: a puller and an installer,
or a tool that combines both functions. There is no universal tool that works on all cars, though
most will work on most domestic models. Some auto parts stores will pull and install a pulley
and can realign one if you know the extent of the adjustment required. Angular misalignment
usually results from worn bearings in an engine accessory. To check bearings in one of the
belt-driven accessories, turn the accessory by hand and listen for noises and feel whether the
shaft turns smoothly. Also pull the shaft to the side and attempt to push it in and out to see if it
wobbles or has any end play. All of these are indications of worn bearings. With a water pump,
also check to see if there is any fluid leaking from it. Coolant leaking from the weep hole means
it is time for a new water pump, but it also may indicate that the water pump bearings are worn.
If the water pump is leaking, check the serpentine belt for signs of fluid contamination. Certain
vehicles have known serpentine belt problems, such as â€” Chrysler-built minivans with the 3.
These are notorious for throwing the belt when driving in heavy snow or through a large rain
puddle. This results from a design flaw: an engine mount bracket to which one of the idlers is
attached causes a slight misalignment of the pulley. There are two cures: replace the bracket
with an updated part, or retrofit an aftermarket kit from Gates that uses a dual-sided serpentine
belt with a new tensioner and idler designed for that belt. Some of that information may be
unreliable, so use common sense in deciding what to believe. At first I was inclined to say that
most seasoned enthusiasts and professional builders are beyond the scope of this book. But
I've seen what often passes as traditional or period correct and in light of that I wholeheartedly
recommend it, especially to those who've convinced themselves that they know it all. Close
menu. Fortunately, the belt can help you diagnose the problem, both before you remove it and
afterward: Squealing sound: Belt slipping Chirping sound: Misalignment of an accessory drive
pulley Frayed belt edge: Misalignment of an accessory drive pulley Polished belt edges: Belt
slipping Glazed belt grooves: Belt slipping Fluid contamination: Oil, power steering, or coolant
leak Excessive cracking: Other than severe old age, defective tensioner Whirring sound:
defective bearing in tensioner pulley or idler pulley Rhythmic noises occurring at engine speed:
Delaminating belt backing, chunking of belt ridges, or foreign object embedded in belt groove
Grinding sound: damaged bearings in driven accessory Belt coming off: Pulley misalignment,
belt misalignment on pulley, defective tensioner, or bearing wear in tensioner, idler or driven
accessories Belt noise can be hard to isolate, as the sound may seem to be coming from an
accessory drive, such as the alternator or air conditioning compressor. Chevy Hardcore.
Mustang Hot Rod Magazine. Added to cart! My Cart. The noise started a few months ago, on a

rainy morning, but it went away before I even pulled out of the driveway. Problem solved, right?
The Squeal noise was back the very next morning, and this time it lasted all the way to the
corner of my block. As the weeks dragged on, my morning commute got noisier and noisier
every day. Then I began to hear it on the way home too. Now it's a constant reminder to replace
the belt. Find a repair manual for your car - Get instant access to your vehicles drive belt
routing, complete wiring diagrams, trouble code information and other available updates and
factory bulletins with online auto repair manuals. Serpentine Belt Routing Diagrams. We are
proud to have the ability to make vehicle specific belt routing diagrams available for free. Follow
the guide for serpentine belt routing diagrams. This will open up to the index. Scroll down to
find your vehicle manufacturer. Then scroll to the page the index refers to. Select the specific
year and make of your vehicle. What's that squeal coming from under the hood? If your
serpentine belt is cracked or has chunks missing, it needs replacement. Serpentine Belt Noise learn this easy trick! It will also be the same serpentine belt diagram for the jeep patriot and jeep
compass. Select your vehicles submodel to continue. Serpentine belt inspection tips. Need belt
diagram for dodge caliber. We took this video to show you how to replace and install the
serpentine belt on a dodge caliber 20 engine. This dodge caliber belt diagram is for model year
with 4 cylinder 20 liter engine and serpentine. Ask your own chrysler question. I just bought a
used pt cruiser two weeks ago and i think that i lost the power steering belt last night.
Serpentine belt diagram for dodge caliber this dodge caliber belt diagram is for model year with
4 cylinder 18 liter engine and serpentine. Water fuel and power steering pumps the alternator air
conditioner compressor and possibly other accessories. Are there any diagrams or photos
showing how to replace the. Use this belt diagram to replace the serpentine belt for a dodge
caliber 18l 20l 24l. Without air conditioner posted in posted by admin on january 27 I need a
serpentine belt routing diagram for a dodge caliber with a 20 l engine. If not stick the belt down
past the right side of fanwater pump put belt on crank pulley then pull back of belt over water
pump. I need a diagram for a serpentine belt for a f with 50 engine i need a diagram for a
serpentine belt for a f with 50 engine there should be a sticker near ra diator shroud that has
belt routing. Serpentine belt diagram for dodge caliber. There is a or a service manual online
there if you join their group. With air conditioner. The serpentine belt is located on the front of
the engine block and winds around several pulleys driving various engine components. Post a
Comment. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom.
Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About
Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. These kinds of lorries shared the same attributes: they were
two door coupes with souped up engines, responsive transmissions, an aggressive outside
design, and a stylish interior. High fuel rates and altering tastes eventually limited sales to the
point where just a couple of designs were produced beyond that amount of time. Today, muscle
cars and truck mania is back, despite even higher gas rates. Thanks to the Ford Mustang and to
a lesser level to sedan and wagon designs from Dodge, there is brand-new interest in a
category long offered up. The future is bright for the muscle cars and truck segment as one
more producer, Chevrolet, thinks about reviving among its beloveds of the past, the Camaro.
Besides the Ford Mustang there were a whole host of lorries produced that at one time or
another might have been thought about a muscle cars and truck. Today, just the Mustang and
Corvette endures although the Dodge Charger has returned as a four door muscle cars and
truck along with its brother or sister, the hot Dodge Magnum wagon. Styled after Mustangs
integrated in the s, the present Mustang accepts a retro appearance while integrating modern
technology. The outcome has been that the Mustang currently offers its whole , design
capability without rewards. The Mustang has been motivating DaimlerChrysler to proceed with a
retro cruiser of its own. The Dodge Challenger idea cars and truck, appearing at automobile
programs throughout the USA, has been a substantial hit and Chrysler strategies on bringing
the V8 hemi powered design back in In addition, General Motors is considering providing its
blessing on the Camaro, another cars and truck likewise making the rounds of the USA
automobile show circuit. Back throughout the early s, the then present crop of muscle cars and
trucks averaged just miles to the gallon around town and 15 or 16 miles per gallon on the
highway. Thanks to computer system technology and efficiency, even the Corvette returns an
extremely reputable 28 miles to the gallon the highway. Luckily, we still live in a fairly free
country and exactly what the consumer wants, the consumer gets. So, V8 powered muscle cars
and trucks mated to 6 speed manu-matic transmissions, with sport handling, container seats,
and much better fuel economy will likely appeal to lots of. I cannot wait! Leave a Reply Cancel
reply. Do you have the same problem? Here is a guide to help you step by step with instructions
in the diagrams below to show you how on your car. Please let us know if you need anything
else to get the problem fixed. Its a good idea to draw it on a clean flat spot under the hood with
a sharpie if the decal is missing. Check out the diagrams Below. Image Click to enlarge Was this

answer helpful? Need a diagram on how to replace a serpentine belt on the car listed above 20
engine. Do you. Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. I had to replace the alternator plus put
a new battery because the alternator drained it, the car don't have a diagram on the car to put
the serpentine belt back on and I didn't pay attention when
2004 hyundai santa fe owners manual
hitch wire adapter
inifiniti q45
I took it off, please send me the diagram please Was this answer. Here's the diagram for your
serpentine belt. Can I replace clutch of ac compressor because it make a big noise and im
check it and use another diagram of serpentine belt? Here is the serpentine belt diagrams below
with a guide that will help walk you through he steps of replacement. I suspected the fan belt
was going because of the noise, but when the mechanic ran a "diagnostic" on it they said it was
the air compressor. Is there any relation between the two? Yes there definitely is. He is correct. I
am sorry you have this trouble. He will fix it with as little cost as possible I'm sure. OK Was this
answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Serpentine Belt Replacement Dodge Caravan 3.
Step by step guide on how to replace an automotive serpentine belt, this information outlines
the basic procedure which translates to most vehicles. Any Instructions Need Some Imput On
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

